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ON THE AVERAGE JOINT CYCLE INDEX AND THE 
AVERAGE JOINT WEIGHT ENUMERATOR 

HIMADRJ SHEKHAR CHAKRABORTY*, TSUYOSHI MIEZAKI, 
AND MANABU OURA 

ABSTRACT. In this paper, we introduce the concept of the com
plete joint cycle index and the average complete joint cycle index, 
and discuss a relation with the complete joint weight enumerator 
and the average complete joint weight enumerator respectively in 
coding theory. 

Key Words and Phrases. Cycle index, Complete weight enumerator. 

2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 11 T71; Secondary 
20B05, 11H71. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let G be a permutation group on a set 0, where IOI = n. For each 
element h E G, we can decompose the permutation h into a product 
of disjoint cycles; let c(h, i) be the number of i-cycles occurring by the 
action of h. 

Definition 1.1 ( Cameron [2]). The cycle index of G is the polynomial 
Z ( G; s1 , ... , Sn) in in determinates s1 , ... , Sn defined as 

Z(G. s s ) = ~ sc(g,1) ... sc(g,n) 
, 1, · · ·, n ~ l n · 

gEG 

Example 1. 1. Let G be the symmetric group of degree 4. Each parti
tion of 4 is the cycle type of some element of G. We have the following 
number of elements of G corresponding to each partition: 

Partition 4 31 22 211 1111 
# of elements 6 8 3 6 1 

TABLE 1. Partitions and element numbers in G. 

Date: March 30, 2021. 
*Corresponding author. 
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Therefore, the cycle index of G is 

Z(G; s1, s2, s3, s4) = 6s4 + 8s1s3 + 3s~ + 6s2si + sf. 

Definition 1.2 (Miezaki-Oura [6]). The complete cycle index of G is 
the polynomial Z(G;s(h,i): h E G,i EN) in indeterminates {s(h,i) I 
h E G,i EN} given by 

Z(G;s(h,i): h E G,i EN)= LIT s(h,i)c(h,i), 
hEG iEN 

where N := {x E Z Ix> O}. 

Let IFq be the finite field of order q, where q is a prime power. An IFq
linear code C is a vector subspace of IF;. The dual code of a code C 
is 

c..l := { v E IF; I u · v = 0 for all u EC}, 

where u · v := I:~=l uivi denotes the inner product of u and v. If 
C = c..1, then C is called self-dual. The weight of u E C is denoted by 
wt(u) := #{i I ui =J. O}. For u EC, we denote the composition of u by 
s(u) := (sa(u): a E IFq), where sa(u) := #{i I ui = a}. 

Definition 1.3. Let C be an IF q-linear code of length n. Then the 
weight enumerator of C is the homogeneous polynomial 

wc(x, y) := L xn-wt(u)ywt(u) E C[x, y], 

uEC 

and the complete weight enumerator of C is defined as: 

cwec(xa: a E IFq) :=LIT x~a(u) E C[xa: a E IFq]-
uEC aElFq 

Definition 1.4. Let C be an [n, k] linear code over IFq. We construct 
a permutation group G( C) from C whose cycle index is the weight 
enumerator. The group we construct is the additive group of C. We 
let it act on the set 

{1, ... , n} x IFq (a set of cardinality nq) 

in the following way: the codeword ( u1, ... , un) acts as the permutation 

(i,x) i---+ (i,x+ui) 

of the set {1, ... ,n} x IFq. The group G(C) is an elementary abelian 
group of order qk. We call the cycle index 

Z(G(C);s1, ... ,sn) 

the cycle index for a code C. We call the complete cycle index 

Z(G(C); s(g, i) : g E G(C), i EN) 
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the complete cycle index for a code C. 

Example 1.2. Let C := {(0,0), (0, 1), (1,0), (1, 1)} = IF§ be a code. 
Again let G( C) be the permutation groups on 

{1,2} X IF2 = {(1,0),(1, 1),(2,0),(2,1)}. 

For u = (u1 , u2) EC acts as a permutation on {1, 2} x IF2 as follows: 

(i, x) c-+ (i, x + ui)-

Now let u = (0, 1) EC. Then 

(1, 0) c-+ (1, 0 + 0) = (1, 0) ~ 1-cycle, 

(1, 1) c-+ (1, 1 + 0) = (1, 1) ~ 1-cycle, 

(2, 0) c-+ (2, 0 + 1) = (2, 1) c-+ (2, 1 + 1) = (2, 0) ~ 2-cycle. 

Therefore the partition is 211. 

u EC (0, 0) (0, 1) (1, 0) (1, 1) 
Partitions 1111 211 211 22 

TABLE 2. Elements and Partitions in G(C). 

Therefore, the cycle index, Z(G(C), s1, s2) =sf+ 2sIS2 + S§. 
Then the complete cycle index, 

Z(G(C);s(h,i): h E G(C),i EN) 

=s((0, 0), 1)2s((0, 0), 1)2 + s((0, 1), 1)2s((0, 1), 2) 1 

+s((l, 0), 2)1s((l, 0), 1)2 + s((l, 1), 2)1s((l, 1), 2)1. 

Theorem 1.1 ([2, 6]). Let C be a linear code over IFq of length n, 
where q is a power of the prime number p. Then we have the following 
results. 

(i) Wc(x,y) = Z(G(C);s1 +--- x 1fq,sP +---yP/q). 
(ii) Let T be a map defined as: for each g = ( u1 , ... , un) E C 

and i E { 1, ... , n}, if ui = 0, then s (g, 1) c-+ xt{ q; if ui =J. 0, then 
s(g,p) c-+ x~{q. Then cwec(xa: a E IFq) = T(Z(G(C);s(g,i): 
g E G(C), i EN)). 

The notion of the joint weight enumerator of two IF q-linear codes 
was introduced in [5]. Further, the notion of the g-fold complete joint 
weight enumerator of g linear codes over IF q was given in [7]. 
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Definition 1.5 ([7]). Let C and D be two linear codes of length n over 
IFq. The complete joint weight enumerator of codes C and Dis defined 
as follows: 

.Jc,D(Xa : a E IF~) := L IT x:a(u,v), 

uEC,vED aElF~ 

where na(u, v) denotes the number of i such that a= (ui, vi)-

Let G and H be two permutation groups on a set n, where IOI= n. 
Again let 9c,H := G x H be the direct product of G and H. For each 
element (g, h) E 9c,H, where g E G and h E H, we can decompose 
each permutation of the pair (g, h) into a product of disjoint cycles. 
Let c(gh, i) be the number of i-cycles occurring by the action of gh, 
where gh denotes the product of permutations g and h which acts on 
fl as (gh)(a) = h(g(a)) for any a E 0. 

Definition 1.6. The complete joint cycle index of permutation groups 
G and H is the polynomial 

Zc,H(s((g, h), i)) := Z(Qc,H; s((g, h), i) : (g, h) E 9c,H, i EN) 

in indeterminates s((g, h), i), where (g, h) E 9c,H and i EN, given by 

Zc,H(s((g,h),i)) := L IT s((g,h),i)c(gh,i)_ 
(g,h)EQG,H iEN 

The concept of the corn plete joint cycle index is used in Theorem 2 .1. 
Theorem 2.1 gives a relation between complete joint cycle index and 
complete joint weight enumerator. This generalizes the earlier work 
Theorem 1.1. Further, we give the notion of the r-fold complete joint 
cycle index and the (£, r)-fold complete joint weight enumerator. In 
this paper we also give a link between the r-fold complete joint cycle 
index and the ( £, r )-fold complete joint weight enumerator. The link is 
a generalization of Theorem 2.1. This result presents us a new applica
tion of constructing the average r-fold complete joint cycle index and a 
motivation to establish a relation with the average ( £, r )-fold complete 
joint weight enumerator. 

2. THE RELATION 

In this section, from any two IF q-linear codes, we construct two per
mutation groups, whose complete joint cycle index is essentially the 
complete joint weight enumerator of codes. 

Definition 2.1. Let C and D be two linear codes of length n over IFq. 
We construct from C and D two permutation groups G(C) and H(D) 
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respectively. The groups G(C) and H(D) are the additive group of C 
and D respectively. We let each group act on the set {1, ... , n} x IFq in 
the following way: the codeword (u1 , ... , un) acts as the permutation 

(i, x) i--+ (i, x + ui) 

of the set {1, ... , n} x IFq. We define the product of two permutations 
(u1, ... , Un) EC and (v1, ... , vn) ED as follows: 

(i, x) 1---t (i, X + Ui + Vi) 

of a set {1, ... , n} x IFq. Let 9c,D := G(C) x H(D). We call the 
complete joint cycle index 

Zc,D(s((g, h), i)) := Z(Qc,D; s((g, h), i) : (g, h) E 9c,D, i EN) 

the complete joint cycle index for codes C and D. 

Example 2.1. Let 

Then the complete joint weight enumerator is 

2 2 2 2 
Xoo + Xo1 + XooX10 + X01X11 + X10Xoo + X11X01 + X10 + Xn. 

Let G(C) and H(D) are the permutation groups on {1, 2} x IF2 . In the 
following calculation, for g E G(C) and h E H(D), we prefer to write 
the indeterminates s((g, h), i) as 

Then the joint cycle index is 

Now we have the following result. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let C and D be two codes over 1Fq of length n, where q 

is a power of the prime number p. Let Jc,D ( Xa : a E JF;) be the complete 
joint weight enumerator and Z(Qc,D; s((g, h), i) : (g, h) E 9c,D, i EN) 
be the complete joint cycle index. 

Let T be a map defined as follows: for each g = ( u1, ... , un) E C 
and h = (v1, ... , vn) ED, and for i E {1, ... , n}, 
if ui + vi = 0, then 

Then we have 

Jc,D(xa: a E lF~) = T(Z(Qc,D; s((g, h), i) : (g, h) E 9c,D, i EN)). 

3. r-FOLD COMPLETE JOINT CYCLE INDEX 

Let G1 , G2 , ... , Gr be r permutation groups on a set 0, where IOI = 
n. Again let 9c1 , .•. ,Gr := G1 x · · · x Gr be the direct product of 
G1, G2, ... 'Gr. For any element (g1, g2, ... 'gr) E 9cl,···,Gr, where gk E 
Gk fork E {1, 2, ... , r }, we can decompose each permutation gk into a 
product of disjoint cycles. Let c(gk, i) be the number of i-cycles occur
ring by the action of gk. Now the r-fold complete joint cycle index of 
G1, G2, ... , Gr is the polynomial 

Zc1 , .•. ,Gr(s((g1, ... , gr), i)) 

:= Z(Qcl,···,Gr; s((g1, ... 'gr), i) : (g1, ... 'gr) E 9cl,···,Gr, i EN) 

in indeterminates s((g1, ... , gr), i), where (g1, ... , gr) E 9c1 , ... ,Gr and 
i EN, given by 

where g1 · · · gr denotes the product of permutations g1, ... , gr which 
acts on S1 as (g1 · · · gr)(a) =gr(··· g1(a) · · ·) for any a E 0. If G1 = 
· · · = Gr = G, then we call Z(Qc, ... ,c; s((g1, ... , gr), i) : (g1, ... , gr) E 
9c, ... ,G, i E N) the r-fold complete multi-joint cycle index of G. 

Definition 3.1. We denote, II":= C1 x · · · x Cc, where C1 , ... , Cc be 
the linear codes of length n over 1Fq. We call II" as the £-fold joint code 
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of C1 , ... , Cc. We denote an element of ITC by 

(

au 
a21 .. . 

c:=(c1, ... ,cn):= : .. . 

aci .. . 

where ci := t(a1i, ... , aci) E IF~ and µj(c) := (aj1, ... , ajn) E Cj. 

Now let ITi, ... , IT; be the £-fold joint codes (not necessarily the 
same) over IFq. For k E {1, ... , r }, we denote, ITf: := Ck1 x · · · x Ckc, 

where Ck1 , ... , Ckc be the linear codes of length n over IFq. An element 
of ITf is denoted by 

._ t( (k) (k)) R, (- ) ._ ( (k) (k)) where Cki .- ali ' ... 'aR,i E IF q· and µj Ck .- ajl ' ... 'ajn E ckj · 

Then the (£, r)-fold complete joint weight enumerator of ITi, ... , IT; is 
defined as follows: 

where na(c1, ... , Cr) denotes the number of i such that a= ( C1i, ... , Cri)
For r = 2 and £ = 1 the complete (£, r)-fold joint weight enumerator 
coincide with complete joint weight enumerator (Definition 1.5). 

Definition 3.2. We construct from IT£ a permutation group G(ITc). 
The group we construct is the additive group of ITc. We let it act on 
the set { 1, ... , n} x IF~ in the following way: ( c1 , ... , Cn) acts as the 
permutation 

of the set {1, ... , n} x IF~. Now let G1 (ITi), ... , Gr(IT;) be r permuta
tion groups. We define the product of r permutations (Cu, ... , c1n) E 
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rrf, ... ' (cr1, ... 'Crn) E II; as follows: 

of a set {1, ... ,n} x IF;. Let Yrrf, ... ,rrf := G1(IIf) x ··· x Gr(II;). We 
call the r-fold complete joint cycle index 

Zrrf, ... ,rri(s((g1, ... , gr), i)) 

:= Z(Qrrf, ... ,rri; s((g1, ... , gr), i) : (g1, ... , gr) E Yrrf, ... ,rri, i EN) 

the r-fold complete joint cycle index for IIf, ... , II;. 

Remark 3.1. Let II! = · · · = II; = II'\ where 

rrt := C1 x ... x Gp, 

for the IFq-linear codes C1 , ... , Gp of length n. Then we call 

Z(9rre, ... ,rre; s((g1, ... , gr), i) : (g1, ... , gr) E 9rre, ... ,rre, i EN) 

the r-fold complete multi-joint cycle index for rrt. 
Again let C1 = · · · =Gp= C, for some IFq-linear code C of length n. 

Then we denote rrt by et, that is, 

et:= c x ... x c. 
'-,,-' 

p 

We call Z(9ce, ... ,ce; s((g1, ... , gr), i) : (g1, ... , gr) E 9ce, ... ,ce, i EN) the 
r-fold complete multi-joint cycle index for et. Note that if r = 1, the r
fold complete multi-joint cycle index for et coincide with the complete 
cycle index of genus R, for code C in the sense of Miezaki-Oura [6]. 

Now we give a generalization of Theorem 2.1 as follows. 

Theorem 3.1. Fork E {1, ... , r} and j E {1, ... , £}, let Ckj be an IF'q
linear code of length n, where q is a power of the prime number p. Again 
let II{ be the £-fold joint code of ckl, ... 'ckP· Let Jrrf, ... ,m (xa : a E 

IF;xr) be the (£, r )-fold complete joint weight enumerator of IIf, ... , II;, 
and 

Z(Qrrf, ... ,rri; s( (g1, . .. , gr), i) : (g1, . .. , gr) E Yrrf, ... ,rri, i E N) 

be the r-fold complete joint cycle index for IT!, ... , II;. 
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Let T be a map defined as follows: for each 91 = (en, ... , C1n) E 

rrf, ... , 9r = (cr1, ... , Crn) E II;, and for i E {1, ... , n}, 
if I:~=l Cki = 0, then 

s((g1, · · ·, 9r), 1) I-+ x~:(cri; 
if I:~=l cki =/= 0, then 

Then we have 

Jirre rre (xa : a E IF"qxr) = 1,···, r 

T(Z(Qrrf, ... ,rrf;s((g1, ... ,gr),i): (gl,···,9r) E 9rrf, ... ,rrf,i EN)). 

4. MAIN RESULTS 

In [8], the notion of the average joint weight enumerators was given. 
Further, the notion of the average r-fold complete joint weight enu
merators was given in [4]. In this section, we give the concept of the 
average complete joint cycle index and provide a relation with average 
complete joint weight enumerator of codes. We also give an analogy 
of Theorem 3.1 for the average complete joint cycle index. For two 
permutation groups G and G' on 0, where IOI = n, we write G' ~ G if 
G and G' are isomorphic as permutation groups. 

Definition 4.1. Let G1 , ... , Gr be r permutation groups on a set 0, 
where IOI = n. Then the (G1, ... , Gr)-average r-fold complete joint 
cycle index of G1 , ... , Gr is the polynomial 

Za~,---,Gr (s( (g~, ... , g~), i)) := zav(Qc~, ... ,G~; s( (g~, ... , g~), i) : 

G~ ~ G1, ... , G~ ~ Gr, (g~, ... , g~) E 9ci,···,G~, i EN), 

in indeterminates s((g', ... , g;), i) where g~ E G~, ... , g; E G;, and 
i E N defined by 

Za~,---,Gr(s((g~, ... ,g~),i)) 

:= rr !"'(G ) L ... L Zci,··•,Gr(s((g~, ... 'g~), i)), 
k=l - k G'"'G G'"'G 1- 1 r- r 

where Nc;,;(Gk) := tt{G~ I G~ ~ Gk}. 

In this paper we only consider the case G1-average complete joint cy
cle index. The G1 -average r-fold complete joint cycle index of G1 , ... , Gr 
is the polynomial 

Za~,---,Gr (s( (g~, · · ·, 9r ), i)) := zav(Qci,···,Gr; s( (g~, · · ·, 9r ), i) : 
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G~ ~ G1, (g~, • • •, 9r) E YG~, ... ,Gr, i EN), 

in indeterminates s((g', ... , 9r), i) where g~ E G~, 92 E G2, ... , 9r E Gr, 
and i E N defined by 

1 
Za~, ... ,a)s((g~, ... , 9r), i)) := Nc,,,(G ) L Za~,---,Gr(s((g~, ... , 9r), i)), 

- 1 G'c,,,G 1- 1 

where N9;(G1) := HG~ I G~ ~ G1}. 

Example 4.1. Let S3 be the symmetric group on {1, 2, 3}. Again 
let G1 and G2 be two subgroup of S3 such that G1 = ((1, 2)) and 
G2 = ((1, 3, 2)). Then the subgroups of S3 that are isomorphic as per
mutation group to G1 are ((1, 2)), ((1, 3)), ((2, 3)). That is N9;(G1) = 3. 
Therefore 

Zc!i,a2 (s((g~, 92), i)) 
1 

= 3(Z((l,2)),G2(s((g~, 92), i)) + z((l,3)),G2(s((g~, 92), i)) 

+ Z(c2,3)),G2 ( s( (g~, 92), i))) 
1 

= 3 (s(((l), (1)), 1)3 + s(((l), (1, 2, 3)), 3)1 + s(((l), (1, 3, 2)), 3)1 

+ s(((l, 2), (1)), 1)1s(((l, 2), (1)), 2)1 

+ s(((l, 2), (1, 2, 3)), 1)1s(((l, 2), (1, 2, 3)), 2)1 

+ s(((l, 2), (1, 3, 2)), 1)1s(((l, 2), (1, 3, 2)), 2)1 

+ s(((l), (1)), 1)3 + s(((l), (1, 2, 3)), 3)1 + s(((l), (1, 3, 2)), 3) 1 

+ s(((l, 3), (1)), 1)1s(((l, 3), (1)), 2)1 

+ s(((l, 3), (1, 2, 3)), 1)1s(((l, 3), (1, 2, 3)), 2)1 

+ s(((l, 2), (1, 3, 2)), 1)1s(((l, 2), (1, 3, 2)), 2)1 

+ s(((l), (1)), 1)3 + s(((l), (1, 2, 3)), 3)1 + s(((l), (1, 3, 2)), 3) 1 

+ s(((2, 3), (1)), 1)1s(((2, 3), (1)), 2)1 

+ s(((2, 3), (1, 2, 3)), 1)1s(((2, 3), (1, 2, 3)), 2)1 

+ s(((2, 3), (1, 3, 2)), 1)1s(((2, 3), (1, 3, 2)), 2)1) 

Definition 4.2. We write Sn for the symmetric group acting on the 
set {1, 2, ... , n }. Let C be any linear code of length n over 1Fq, and u = 
(u1, ... , un) EC. Then a(u) := (uCT(l), ... , UCT(n)) for a permutation a E 
Sn. Now the code C' := a(C) := {a(u) I u EC} for a E Sn is called 
permutationally equivalent to C, and denoted by C ~C'. Then the 
average r-fold complete joint weight enumerator of codes C1 , ... , Gr 
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over IFq are defined in [4] as: 

1 
Jc~,--·,cr(Xa: a E IF~):= N~(GD 

where N~(GD := tt{G{ I G{ ~ G1}. 

"""" :ftc1 c c (x : a E IFr) ~ 1, 2,···, r a q ' 

We call the G1-average r-fold complete joint cycle index 

zav (s((g' g g ) i)) ·= zav(g . C1, ... ,Cr 1, 2, · · ·, r , · Ci,C2, ... ,Cr, 

s((g~, g2, ···,gr), i) : G~ rv G1, (g~, g2, ···,gr) E YCi,C2, ... ,Cr, i EN) 

the G1-average r-fold complete joint cycle index for codes G1 , ... , Gr. 

The following theorem gives a connection between the G 1-average 
of r-fold complete joint cycle index and the average of r-fold complete 
joint weight enumerator. 

Theorem 4.1. Let G1 , ... , Gr be the linear codes of length n over IFq, 
where q is a power of the prime number p. Let Jc~,--·,cr (xa : a E IF;) be 
the average r-fold complete joint weight enumerator and 

zavwCi,C2, ... ,cr; s((g~, g2, ···,gr), i) : G~ rv G1, (g~, g2, ···,gr) E 

Yq,c2, ... ,Cr, i EN) 

be the G1-average complete joint cycle index for G1 , ... , Gr. 
Let T be a map defined as follows: for a E Sn, and g1 = ( un, ... , U1n) E 

G1,g2 = (u21,•••,U2n) E G2,••·,gr = (url,···,urn) E Gr, and for 
i E { 1, ... , n}, if U1a( i) + U2i + · · · + Uri = 0, then 

s((g' g . . . g ) 1) r--+ x1fq · 1, 2, , r , U1a(i)u2; ... Uri' 

if U1a(i) + U2i + · · · + Uri =J. 0, then 

Then we have 

Jc~,---,Cr (xa : a E IF~) = T(zav(Qqh, ... ,cr; s( (g~, g2, ... , gr), i) : 

G~ rv G1, (g~,g2, ···,gr) E YCi,C2, ... ,Cr,i EN)). 

Definition 4.3. For S~ ·- Sn x • • • x Sn, we define the semidirect 

product of Se and S~ as 

Se ><Is~:= {i := (1r;a1, ... ,ae) I 1r E Se and a1, ... ,ae E Sn}-
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We recall the £-fold joint code, IT£ and for c = ( e1, ... , en) E IT£, the 
group s£ ~ s~ acts on IT£ as 

( -) ·= ( ( ) ( )) ·= a7r(2)a2 (1) • • • a7r(2)a2 (n) (

a7r(l)a1 (1) • • • a7r(l)a1 (n)) 
l e . l e1 , ... , l en . . . , . . . . 

a7r(£)a1:(l) • • • a7r(£)a1:(n) 

where i(ei) := t(a7r(l)ai(i), ... , a7r(£)a1:(i)) E lF~. Then we call IT£' ·
i(IT£) := { i(c) I c E IT£} an equivalent £-fold joint code to IT£, and 
denoted by IT£'~ IT£. Now the average(£, r)-fold complete joint weight 
enumerator of ITf, ... , IT; is defined by 

1 
J..naYnt rr1:(Xa: a E lF£xr) := I ~ J..nt'rr£ rr1:(xa), 

1, 2,···, r q N (IT£ ) ~ 1 , 2,···, r 

~ 1 rrt' rrt 
1 ~ 1 

where N~(ITf) := tt{ITf I ITf rv ITi}. We call the Gi-average r-fold 
complete joint cycle index 

z;t .. ,II~ ( s ( (g~' g2' ... ' gr)' i)) : = zav Wrrf ,rrt ... ,II~; 

s((g~, g2, ... , gr), i) : ITf ~ ITf, (g~, g2, ... , gr) E Yrrf,rrt ... ,rrf, i EN) 

the G1-average r-fold complete joint cycle index for £-fold joint codes 
ITi, ... , IT;. 

In the following theorem, we give a relationship between the average 
(£, r)-fold complete joint weigh enumerator and the G1-average r-fold 
complete joint cycle index for £-fold joint codes as a generalization of 
Theorem 4.1. 

Theorem 4.2. Fork E {1, ... , r} and j E {1, ... , £}, let Ckj be an 
lFq-linear code of length n, where q is a power of the prime number p. 
Again let IT{ be an £-fold joint code of ckl, ... 'ck£· Let J~t..,m (xa : 

a E lF~xr) be the average (£, r)-fold complete joint weight enumerator 

of ITf, ... , IT;, and 

zavwLITf, ... ,ITf; s((g~, ... 'gr), i) : ITf rv ITf, (g~, ... 'gr) E Yrrf, ... ,rrf' 

i EN) 

be the G1 -average r-fold complete joint cycle index for ITi, ... , IT;. 
Let T be a map defined as follows: for i = (1r; a1, ... , a£) ES£~ S~, 

and g1 = (en, ... , e1n) E ITf, ... , gr = (er1, ... , ern) E IT;, and for 
i E {1, ... , n}, if i(e1i) + e2i + · · · + eri = 0, then 

s((g' g ) 1) f-+ x 11l · 1, · · ·, r ' L(cu)c2; ... Cri' 
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Then we have 

.J!:f, ... ,rrf (xa: a E IF!xr) = T(zav(Qrrf', ... ,IIi; s((g~, ... , 9r), i) : 

rrf' ~ rrt (g~, ... , 9r) E Yrrf, ... ,Ili' i EN)). 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

We would like to study with the concept of the joint Jacobi poly
nomial for codes over IF q· We are also interested in studying average 
joint Jacobi polynomials of codes over IFq. Further we would like to 
investigate the average Jacobi intersection number of codes. 
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